NEW AUTUMN BOOKS COVER BROAD RANGE OF IDEAS

THE LAWRENCE SAGA GROWS

By Mary-Carter Roberts,

THE SIXTH PILLAR OF WISDOM

A new Lawrence book is an event that doesn't happen too often, and the current Lawrence book is no exception. T. E. Lawrence, the man who wrote "Seven Pillars of Wisdom," has left us a new book that is sure to be a hit. The book is called "The Sixth Pillar of Wisdom," and it is a continuation of Lawrence's earlier work. The book is a sequel to Lawrence's earlier work, and it continues the story of the Arab Revolt. The book is a powerful and moving story, and it is sure to be a hit with fans of Lawrence's work. The book is published by Macmillan Co., and it is available at all bookstores.

By George Elliston

AUTUMN RAIN CAN HEAL

An autumn rain can heal; once when
My heart dripped winter tears
Upon an autumn day, rain on
The red-crowned drizzly years.

Cold rain it was, but when it fell
Against my soul there came
Such music that my heart was soothed,
My grief was but a name.

So did rain heal, not gentle rain
Of Spring that all hearts knew,
But bitter rain that swept with me,
Drove as a foe's remorseless blow.

Said Lawrence, F.S.S.P.

AUTUMN RAIN CAN HEAL

By T. E. Lawrence,

Tale of the High Heavens

Henry Norris Russell, leader of the science's strangest adventurers, carries readers over two billion years in story of "A Very Great Event."

By T. E. Lawrence

JANE

A new Jane book is an event that doesn't happen too often, and the current Jane book is no exception. Jane, the woman who wrote "The Secret Sharer," has left us a new book that is sure to be a hit. The book is called "JANE," and it is a continuation of Jane's earlier work. The book is a powerful and moving story, and it is sure to be a hit with fans of Jane's work. The book is published by Macmillan Co., and it is available at all bookstores.

By T. E. Lawrence

JANE

NEW YORK TIMES

By T. E. Lawrence

JANE

THE PALIS ROYAL

Yes, we have the newest books in stock.

The Palais Royal